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SYMMETRIZATION WITH RESPECT TO A MEASURE
FRIEDMAR SCHULZ AND VIRGINIA VERA DE SERIO
Abstract.
In this paper we study the spherical symmetric rearrangement u* of
a nonnegative measurable function u on 1R" with respect to a measure given
by a nonhomogeneous density distribution p. Conditions on u are given
which guarantee that u* is continuous, of bounded variation, or absolutely
continuous on lines, i.e., Sobolev regular. The energy inequality is proven in
n = 2 dimensions by employing a Carleman type isoperimetric inequality if
log/? is subharmonic. The energy equality is settled via a reduction to the case
of a homogeneous mass density.

0. Introduction
A brief description of the spherical symmetric rearrangement u* with respect
to a measure JÍ" of a nonnegative measurable function u with compact support in R" is as follows: u* is a radially symmetric function, u*(x) - ü(\x\),
where « is a monotone nonincreasing function which is continuous from the
right, such that the distribution functions of u and u* are equal:
p(t)=S?n(u*-x(t,

oo)) =J?"(u-l(t,

oo))

for all t £ 1.
The spherical symmetric rearrangement u* with respect to the Lebesgue measure £?" is the classical symmetric rearrangement by Schwarz. Under minimal regularity assumptions regarding u, it follows readily from the BrunnMinkowski inequality that u* is Lipschitz continuous. An important property
is that the energy decreases:

/

\Du*\2d5?" < [ \Du\2dS?".

Recently Brothers and Ziemer [BZ] settled the discussion of the energy equality: If « is a Sobolev function of class Wl'2(R"), then the energy equality
takes place if and only if u is almost everywhere equal to a translate of u*.
The crucial assumption here is that ^f"(u*~l(0, M) n {x: Du*(x) = 0}) = 0
(M = ess sup u* — ess sup u), which is equivalent to the absolute continuity
of the distribution function p of u* or u. Earlier results were obtained by
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Kawohl (see [K]), who assumed the analyticity of u, by Friedman and McLeod
[FM] (here u £ C" ), whose proof can be corrected under the stronger assumption that 5?"(u~x(0, M)n{x: Du(x) = 0}) = 0, and also by Schulz [S], where
the energy equality was settled in the case that u is the first eigenfunction of
the Dirichlet problem for the Laplacian in a Dirichlet domain (strict inequality
in Faber-Krahn's inequality).
However, if one symmetrizes u with respect to a nonhomogeneous measure
J?" given by a density distribution p , then u* may not be Lipschitz continuous, and approximation arguments to show Sobolev regularity therefore break
down. The energy inequality, which rests on an isoperimetric inequality, may
only be proven under suitable assumptions regarding p .
In §1 we shall derive some basic regularity properties of u* under minimal
assumptions regarding u, and without requiring anything about p except that it
is a positive, measurable, and locally integrable function. The Sobolev regularity
u* £ Wx>x is e.g. proven if w g W1-1 n L°°, and u* £ W^x(R"\{0}) if
U£ Wl<1.

In §2 we shall prove the energy inequality for Sobolev functions of class
WX'2{R2) in the plane (« = 2) and settle the equality. Crucial to our investigation is the conformai invariance of the Dirichlet integral. First a weighted
isoperimetric inequality, which is due to Carleman [C], is generalized to sets of
finite perimeter by following the scheme of proving the equivalence of Sobolev
and isoperimetric inequalities. The assumption here is that the logarithm of
the density distribution p is subharmonic. The energy equality is settled for
Sobolev functions for which u~x(0, oo) is bounded by finitely many disjoint
Jordan curves if 5f"(u*~x(0, M) n {x: Du*(x) = 0}) = 0. Equality then holds
if and only if u is almost everywhere equal to u* o F , where F is a one-to-one
conformai map onto a disk D* such that p = \F'\2 .
We shall generally follow the Diplomarbeit of Schulz [S] and the Dissertation of Vera de Serio [VS] which freely utilize the expositions about Schwarz
symmetrization by Brothers and Ziemer [BZ], Hilden [H], Sperner [SP], and
Talenti [T]:
Section 1 depends largely on [BZ]; we follow [BZ] in particular to show the
absolute continuity of ü(|x|) = u*(x). However, we try to achieve an exposition
which is as elementary as possible: In contrast to [BZ] we use only fairly wellknown facts about functions of bounded variation and sets of finite perimeter
instead of geometric measure theory results on currents of dimension « in R"
and a general GMT isoperimetric inequality. The expositions of Evans-Gariepy
[EG] and Ziemer [Z] about BV-functions were particularly useful. Some facts
which are not readily available in the literature are given; the proof of the Riesz
representation theorem is crucial.
Section 2 builds on Schulz [S], which in turn rests on Sperner [SP]. The Dissertation of Vera de Serio [VS] improves on this by invoking classical complex
variable methods: In the discussion of the energy equality, a reduction to the
case of a homogeneous mass distribution is achieved by mapping level sets of
u conformally onto discs and proving a compactness theorem. In this article
this is achieved by one conformai map by virtue of the lower semicontinuity of
the variation measure and the isoperimetric inequality (see Lemma 2.4.2, which
rests on Lemma 2.3.4). The results here are more general due to a measure-
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theoretic approach. Although only measure-theoretic properties about sets of
finite perimeter are used in this article, ultimately, through the reduction to the
homogeneous case and the citation of [BZ], the general GMT results mentioned
above do in fact enter the final result about minimal rearrangements.
We are motivated by the following application to vibrating nonhomogeneous
membranes: This article provides a rigorous proof of Nehari's generalization
of the Faber-Krahn inequality [N], and the equality is settled as well, i.e., the
fundamental frequency of a nonhomogeneous membrane with total mass m
is larger than or equal to the fundamental frequency of the circular homogeneous membrane whose area equals m, if the logarithm of the mass density
is subharmonic. A final remark is, that in a differential geometric setting, the
assumption about the subharmonicity of the density distribution corresponds
to the nonpositivity of the Gauss curvature of the surface under consideration.
1. Definition

and regularity

properties

on E"

1.1. Definition of the spherical symmetric rearrangement u*. Let J?" denote
the Lebesgue measure on R" , and consider the absolutely continuous measure
Jfn given by

Jtn{A)= I pdS?"
Ja

for any Lebesgue measurable set A in E" . Here the density p : R" —>E+ , E+ =
{t > 0}, is a positive, measurable, and locally integrable function. Throughout
this article u: R" -» Ej , Ej = {t > 0} , is a nonnegative measurable function
with compact support
supp(w) = F0,

Fo = w~'(0, oo).

The distribution function p of u with respect to the measure Jin is given by
p(t) = ¿%n(Et) for all t G E, where E, is the level set, Et = u~x(t, oo). p is a
monotone nonincreasing function which is continuous from the right. Indeed,
p is discontinuous at every t for which J2?"(u~x{t}) > 0, and p(t~) - p(t) =

JT"(u-x{t}).
1.1.1. Definition. The spherical symmetric rearrangement u* of u with respect to the measure JHn is the function u* : R" -> R defined by
w*(x) = sup{r: p(t) > a„\x\"}
whenever this set is nonempty, and u*(x) = 0 otherwise. Here an =J?"{x:

|x|

1.2. Preliminary properties of u*.

1.2.1. Lemma. There exists a monotone nonincreasing function ü: [0, oo) —►
E
such that u*(x) = ü(\x\) for all x £ R" . ü is finite and continuous from the
right on (0, oo), and ü(0) = ü(0+) = M = ess sup u.

1.2.2. Corollary. The gradient of u*, Du*, exists almost everywhere on R"
and is a measurable function. Moreover Du*(x) = m'(|x|)x/|x| for almost all x

in R".
1.2.3. Lemma. Let E, and E* be the level sets of the functions u and u*
respectively. Then for all t >0, E* is the open ball centered at the origin with
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¿¿?"(E*) = J?"(E,).

In particular, u* has compact support E*ü and takes values

on [0,M].
The equality of the distribution functions p*(t) = 2C"(E*) and p(t) =

jrn(Et) implies:
1.2.4. Corollary. For any nonnegative Borel measurable function g: R —>E,
we have

(1)

/ g(u*(x))d¿?"=

( g(u(x))p(x)dSf".

Jr"

Jw

1.3. « G L°°(Rn) implies u* £ BV(E"). Recall that the total variation ||D/||
of a locally integrable function / on E" is

\\Df\\= \\Df\\(R")
= supU Jdivgd^": g GQ°(E\ E"),|ár|< 1J.
The function / is of bounded variation, written / g BV(E"), if / G L'(E")
and \\Df\\ < oo . If the gradient of / exists in the distributional sense, then

\\Df\\=JR"
f \Df\d2?".
1.3.1. Theorem. If u £ L°°(E"), then u* £ BV(E"), and the total variation of
u* is
(2)

\\Du*\\ = -nan

/

r"~x dü(r).

Jo
Proof. Let g £ Có°°(R",R") with \g\ < 1 . Then
/ u* di\gd5f"=
JR"

í

ü(r) [

JO

=- [
JO

=- f
h

Here %?n~x denotes the (n-

divgd^"~x

dr

J\x\=r

[

div g d^"dü(r)

J\x\<r

f

J\x\=r

1^dimensional

g-x/\x\d^"-xdù(r).
Hausdorff measure. Therefore

/■OO

H^w'll <~nan /

(3)

Jo

Equality follows by approximating
required. D

1.4.

ugC°(E")

implies u*£C°(R").

x/|x|

r"-xdü(r).
by test functions

g,

\g\ < 1, as

Forany t£R let X(t)=Jf"(u~x[t,oc)).

Then X is monotone nonincreasing, continuous from the left, p(t) = X(t+), and

X(t)= p(r).
1.4.1. Lemma. If u £ C°(R"), then X(s) < p(t) for all t, s, 0 < I < M,
t < s. Moreover, p and X are (strictly) decreasing functions on [0, M].

For all í > 0 let A, = {x: p(t) > an\x\"} and B, = {x: X(t) > an\x\"} if
0 < t < M, and B, = 0 otherwise, and put C, - B,\A,.
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1.4.2. Lemma. For any t>0,
(4)

At = [jBs,
s>t

(5)

Bt = \jQ,
s>t

(6)

At = [jCs.
s>t

Proof. Assume that t < M, and let x G Bt, i.e., X(t) > an\x\". Put So =
sup{s: anlxl" < X(s)}. Then s0 > t and an\x\" < X(so) < X(t), because X
is left-continuous. Furthermore, p(so) < an\x\" . Otherwise p(s0) > a„\x\"
and hence, because p(so) = X(s$), there would exist an s, s > so, such that
p(s0) > X(s) > a„\x\" . Altogether x G BSo\ASo= CSoc LU, G • □

1.4.3. Lemma. If u £ C°(R"), then u*~x{t}= Q for all t>0.
Proof. Fix 0 < t < M. Let x £ C,, i.e., X(t) > a„\x\" > p(t). The definition
of u* gives u*(x) < t. Since p(s) > X(t) > an\x\" for any s < t (by Lemma
1.4.1), it follows that u*(x) > s for all s < t, and hence u*(x) > t. Therefore
x G u*~x{t}.
If x G u*~x{t}, then p(t) < an\x\" by the definition of u* and the rightcontinuity of p . Also, p(s) > a„\x\" for any s < t. The relation X(t) = p(t~)
therefore yields X(t) > an\x\" . Hence x £ C, as required. G

1.4.4. Theorem. If u £ C°(R"), then u* £ C°(R").
Proof. By Lemmas 1.4.2 and 1.4.3, for any t > 0,

u*~x(t,oo) = {Ju*-x{s} = {JCs = Ai
s>t

s>t

is open, and

u*-x[t,0c) = {Ju*-x{s} = \JC5 = Bt
s>t

is closed.

1.4.5. Corollary, it is continuous on [0,oo)
1.5.

s>t

D
if u £ C°(E").

u £ C°(R") implies u* G WX-X(R") if p! + 0 a.e.

1.5.1. Lemma. If u£C°(R"), then üo(p/a„)xl"|¡o,m] = 1[0,a/]= identity|[o,m] •
Proof. By virtue of Lemma 1.4.1, p is strictly decreasing on [0, M]. Thus,

for 0 < t < M,
ü((p(t)/an)x'")

= sup{5: p(s) > an((p(t)/an)xl")"}

= sup{5: p(s) > p(t)} = t,

and u((p(0)/a„)xl") = 0 by definition of ü.

D

1.5.2. Proposition. If u £ C°(R") and p' ^ 0 almost everywhere on [0, M],
then ü is absolutely continuous on [0, oo).
Proof. It is sufficient to show that N c [0,oo) and £f(N) — 0 implies

&(u(N)) = 0. Put
Çi = {r>0:

caTd(ü~x{ü(r)}) = 1}.
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Then ü\n is one-to-one. Since ü is monotone, the complement C = [0, oo)\Q
is a countable union of disjoint intervals on each of which ü is constant. Furthermore,
(7)

(/i/a„)1/BoM|0=ln.

Let N C [0, oo) be a null-set. Then T = ü(N) = ü(N n Q) U ü(N n C) and,

by (7),
(p/an)x'"(T)

= ((p/an)xl"(ü(N

n Q))) U ((p/an)x'"(ü(N

n C)))

= (vnn)u((//K)1/"(w(vnC))).
But &(NnO) = 0 and ü(NnC) is countable yield &((/ji/a„ytH(T)) = 0.
Because /i is one-to-one on [0, M], T = p~x(p(T)) is therefore measurable.
Furthermore,

0<- I p'(t)dt<£?(p(T)) = 0.
Since p' < 0 a.e. on [0, M] and F = h(/V) c [0, M], we conclude that

5?(ü(N)) = 0. a
1.5.3. Theorem. // u G C0(E") <a«äf/z' ¿ 0 a.e. o« [0,M],
^'•'(E").

¿«e« w* G

1.5.4. Remark. If u £ C"(R"), then the condition p' / 0 a.e. on [0, M] is
satisfied.
Proof. Let F be the set of all regular values of u in the interval (0, M). By
Sard's Theorem, the complement of R in (0, M) has measure zero. Moreover,
R is an open set. Let t £ R and take t' > t such that [t, t'] is contained in
R. Then

p(t)-p(t')=(

pd&"=\
Ju-\t,V\

[
Jt

p\Du\~x d^"~x ds

Ju-'is}

by the co-area formula for C" -functions in E" (see [S] for an elementary,
classical proof, [Z], and also Remark 1.5.5 below). This implies that

p'(t) = - [

p\Du\~x dß?"-x

Ju-'{'}

for a.e. t. Hence p'(t) < 0 a.e. on (0, M).

G

1.5.5. Remark. In order to apply the co-area formula, one changes the density
distribution p to a Borel measurable function by writing p —YlT=i T¿XAk
with
SC"-measurable sets Ak, and replacing Ak by Borel sets Bk with Bk D Ak
and^"(Bk\Ak)
= 0.
1.6. u£ WX-X(R") implies u* G WX-X(R"). The fact that X(s) < p(t) for
all 0 < t < M, t < s (Lemma 1.4.1) was crucial in proving the regularity
properties of u* (provided that u £ C°(K") and p' ^ 0 a.e. on [0, M]).
Now we shall show that this remains true if u £ WX'X(R"). Analogues of

Lemma 1.4.2—Theorem 1.5.3 will then hold. First recall:
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1.6.1. Remark. A bounded measurable set A has finite perimeter ¿P(A) =
\\Dxa\\ if its characteristic function xa is of bounded variation. The following isoperimetric inequality follows by approximation from a corresponding
Sobolev inequality [EG, Z]:
&n,Ayn-l)/n

< C(n)^(A).

1.6.2. Lemma. If u £ WX'X(R"), 0 < t < M = ess supu, and t < s, then
&"(u-x(t,s))i0.
Proof. Assume by contradiction that J2f"(u~x(t, s)) = 0 for some t, s, 0 <
t <M, t <s. Then, for any test function g £C$°(Rn),

í D¡ugd5f"= í
JRn

D¡ugd5f"+ f

Ju~l (-00, t]

DiUgd^f"

Ju~l[s,

oo)

= f max(t -u, 0)Digd2'n + í max(s -u, 0)D¡gd5f"
Jr»
Jr"
(8)

=/

(t-u)Digd£f"+
Ju-^-oo.t]

[

(s-u)Digd&n.

Ju-'[s,

oo)

On the other hand,

(9)
/ DiUgd^f" = - / (u- t)Digd^"
Jri
Jr»

=- [

(u- t)Digd£f" - [

Ju-'i-ooJ]

Ju-'ls,

(u- t)Digd5f".
oo)

Since t ^ s, it follows from (8) and (9) that

L

Digd5?" = 0.

U~l[S ,oo)

Hence ¿P(F) = 0, F — u~x[s, oo). The application of the isoperimetric in-

equality (^"(F))«""1)/" < C(n)0>(F) yields
5f"(u-[(t,

oo)) =&n(vr\t,

contradicting the definition of M.

s)) +S?n(u~x[s,

oo)) = 0,

D

1.6.3. Lemma. If u £ Wx>'(E"), then X(s) < p(t) for any 0 < t < M, t <s.
Moreover, p and X are stricly decreasing functions on [0,M).

In order to prove that p' ^ 0 a.e., we wish to apply a co-area formula
for Sobolev functions. The general version which is stated in [BZ] is taken
from Federer's section on normal currents of dimension n in R" [F, Theorem
4.5.9 (in particular statement (14))]. The proof of the next lemma would then
require further discussion of reduced boundary, measure-theoretic boundary,
the generalized Gauss-Green theorem, and an isometric inequality involving
measure-theoretic boundary (like [F, Theorem 4.5.9, statement (31)] or [B]).
However, we wish to keep things as elementary as possible and recall:

1.6.4. Remark. Assume that / G BV(E"). Then the variation measure of /
is given by

\\Df\\(U)= supf Í fdivhdS?n: h £ C0oo(E",
E"), \h\< l|
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for any open set U in E" . \\Df\\ is a Radon measure given by the Riesz
representation theorem. Denote the perimeter measure of a set F with finite

perimeter by

&(E)=&(E,U)

= \\DXe\\(U).

Let Et = f~x(t, oo). Then the co-area formula for BV-functions (see [EG] or
[Z]) states that ¿P(Et, U) is a Lebesgue measurable function of t, finite a.e.,

and

\\Df\\(U)= ¡3»(Et,U)dt.
Jr

Hence, for any nonnegative Borel measurable function g,
p

p+oo

/ gd\\Df\\= /

Jr»

J-oo

p

/ gd&(Et)dt.

Jr»

If / is a Sobolev function of class Wx • ', then \\Df\\ is absolutely continuous
with respect to the Lebesgue measure Sf" and

\\Df\\(U)= ¡\Df\dS?\

Ju
Therefore, our co-area formula for Sobolev functions is
p

(10)

p + OO

/ g\Df\d5?"= /

Jr»

J-oo

p

/ gd^(E,)dt

Jr»

for any nonnegative Borel function g .

1.6.5. Lemma. u£ ^-'(R")

implies p' / 0 a.e. on [0, M).

Proof. By Remark 1.5.5 we may assume w.l.o.g. that p is Borel measurable,
and we may also choose a Borel measurable representative for u. Let C =
{x: Du = 0} , and note that ^(E,,
C) = 0 a.e. by the co-area formula, which

then yields

p(t)-p(t')=f

Ju-'{t,t']

pdSf"

= /"(«-|(i,/']nC)+

= J?"(u-x(t,t']nC)+

/

í

(p\Du\-x)\Du\d^n

[ p\Du\-xd&>(Es)ds.

Ji Jr»

Hence

-p'(t)>

[ p\Du\~x d&>(Et)
Jr»

for a.e. t. From Lemma 1.6.2 and the isoperimetric inequality given in Remark

1.6.1, we have

0 < (^"(Et)Y"-])'n < C(n)&(Et)
and, since 5?"({x: \Du\ = oo}) = 0, it follows that &(Et, {x: \Du\ = oc}) = 0
for a.e. / by the co-area formula. Hence -p'(t) > 0 a.e. as stated. G

With the aid of these lemmas, we can follow the proofs of Lemma 1.4.2—

Proposition 1.5.2 to obtain
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1.6.6. Proposition. Suppose that u£ WX'X(R"). Then
(i) u*~x{t}= C, for all t>0 (A^ = Fœ = Cœ = 0 if M = +00).
(ii) u* is continuous on R"\{0} and continuous on R" if u £ L°° .
(iii)
Üo(p/an)X/"\[otM]

= 1[0,A/]-

(iv) ü is absolutely continuous on (0, 00) and absolutely continuous on
[0, 00) ifu£L°°.

1.6.7. Theorem. If u £ WX-X(R")nL°° , then u* £ WX>X(R").
Proof. Proposition 1.6.6(iv) implies that the gradient of u*, Du*, exists in the
distributional sense, and by Theorem 1.3.1,
/
Jr

\Du*\d£?" = \\Du*\\ <oo.

D

Also, from the proof of Theorem 1.3.1:
1.6.8. Theorem. If u £ WX>X(R"),then u* £ IV¿¿X(R"\{0}).
As a final remark we note that under the conditions of Theorems 1.5.3 or
1.6.8, the following co-area formula for u* is true (see [S] for an elementary

proof, or [F, BZ]):
1.6.9. Remark. If g is a nonnegative Borel measurable function on [0, 00),
then

(11)

/ g(u*(x))\Du*(x)\d¿?"= H g(t) [

Jr»

Jo

d^"~xdt.

•/«*-'{;}

1.7. Absolute continuity of p . Suppose in this section that u £ WX'X(R").

1.7.1. Proposition. Let C* = {x: Du*(x) = 0}. Then p is absolutely contin-

uous on (0, M) if and only if

5?"(u*-](0,M)nC*)

= 0.

Proof. We may assume w.l.o.g. that u* £ Wx<x(Rn) by otherwise cutting off
u. Suppose that ^f"(u*~x(0, M)f)C*) = 0. The co-area formula then implies
that for all t, 0 < t < M (see also Remark 1.7.3 below),

p(0)-p(t)=5?"(u*-x(0,t)nC*)+

[

Ju—'(0,/)

\Du*\-x\Du*\d£?"

= / / \Du*\~xdâs(Es)ds=
í [
\Du*\-x dßrn~x ds,
Jo Jr»
Jo Jw-'{s}
from which the absolute continuity of p follows.
Suppose that p is absolutely continuous. The previous application of the coarea formula shows that the function Jz?"(u*~x(0, t)r\C*) is then absolutely
continuous. Hence if N c (0, M) is a null set, then £?"(u*~x(N) nC*) = 0.
By invoking the co-area formula again, it follows that

0=/

Jcnu'-'iO.M)

= [
Jo

\Du*\d&"=\

[
Jw-'{s}nC-

d^"-xds,

Jo

[ Xc>d&(Es)ds

Jr»
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or equivalently,

0= /
\u'(r)\dr=
Jcnü-i{0,M)

í card(ü~x{s} C\C)ds,
Jo

where C = {r: ü'(r) - 0} , which implies the Sard type fact that

JT"-x(u*-x{s}nC*)

= 0 for a.e. s.

This in turn implies that u*~x{s}nC* = 0 a.e. Therefore, u*~x(0,M)nC* =
u*~x(N)nC* for a null set N c (0, M), and hence ^f"(u*~x(0, M)nC*) = 0
by the absolute continuity of ^f"(u*~x(0, t) n C*). G
The proof of the next assertion is similar.

1.7.2. Lemma, p is absolutely continuous on (0,M)

if

&"(u~x(0, M) n {x: Du(x) = 0}) = 0.
1.7.3. Remark. In order to facilitate an elementary application of the co-area
formula, note that there exists a nonnegative Borel measurable function </>such

that
\Du*(x)\ = (t>(u*(x)) a.e.
To prove this fact note that the difference quotients Ahü(r) = (ü(r+h) -ü(r))/h
are j/(w)-measurable, where s/(u) = {u~x(B): B g á?(E)} is the smallest oalgebra such that ü is measurable. Hence D+u(r) = liminfA1/A.¿¿(/') (k —►
oo)
is j/(ù)-measurable,
and by a measure-theoretic lemma, there exists a Borel
measurable function such that D+u = <f>
o ü . Therefore, ü'(r) = cj>(ü(r)) a.e.

2. Minimal rearrangements
2.1.

Carleman's

isoperimetric

and regularity

inequality.

Carleman

properties

on E2

[C] proved the classical

isoperimetric inequality for domains on a minimal surface by viewing the Weierstrass formulae as defining a conformai map from the minimal surface onto a
simply-connected plane Riemann surface and thus yielding a conformai map
onto the unit disc D. The isoperimetric inequality follows then from the inequality

(12)

4n f l"t\f(rew)\2rdrdd<([n\f(ew)\dd\

for analytic functions in the closed unit disc D. Carleman's proof of this
inequality follows by choosing / to be free of zeros and then expanding /
into a power series. The proof is valid in the following situation which, in
Lozinski's formulation [L], reads as:

2.1.1. Carleman's inequality in D. The inequality (12) is valid if / belongs
to the Hardy space Hx of analytic functions in D which satisfy

sup /

0<r<l Jo

\f(rew)\d8 < oo.

The radial limit f(ew) := lim,.-,!- f(re'e)
for almost every 8 , 0 < 8 <2n. If/^0

on the right-hand side of (12) exists
on D, then equality takes place if
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and only if f(z) = F'(z) for all z in D, where F(z) = (az + b)/(cz + d) is a
linear fractional transformation which is analytic on D. Here a, b, c, and d
are complex numbers with ad - be ^ 0.
Let p G C°(T>) be a positive function such that log/? is subharmonic in a
simply-connected domain D. Consider the inequality
2

4n [ pd5f2< (S Jpdß? 1 '

(13)

Jd

\JdD

Since D is a Dirichlet domain, we can replace \ log/7 by its least harmonic majorant, which is of class C2(T>)n C°(D), and complete to an analytic function.
If the domain D is bounded by a rectifiable Jordan curve Y, then the inequality (13) follows from Carleman's inequality in D by invoking the Riemann
mapping theorem, and is therefore equivalent to it (the boundary regularity is
readily verified; see, e.g., Huber [HU]):
2.1.2. Carleman's inequality in D. Suppose that D is a simply connected domain in E2 which is bounded by a rectifiable Jordan curve T and let p £ C°(D)
be such that log/7 is subharmonic on D. Then

(14)

4n If pdxdy<([

y/pds) .

If p ^ 0 on D, then equality takes place if and only if p(z) = |F'(z)|2,
F is a one-to-one conformai map from D onto a disk.

where

2.1.3. Remark. The mapping F has a unique topological extension to D. A
reference is Behnke-Sommer [BS, Satz 43, p. 369] (a "geschlossene einfache
Kurve" is a Jordan curve).
2.1.4. Remark. Carleman's inequality extends to the situation where D is
bounded by finitely many disjoint Jordan curves which are contained in a
simply-connected domain G in which log/7 is subharmonic.
Carleman's

inequality will now be generalized to sets of finite perimeter.

2.1.5. Assumption. The function p is positive and continuous on a simplyconnected domain G in E2 such that log/7 is subharmonic.

2.1.6. Theorem. Thefollowing Sobolevtype inequality holdsfor all f £ C2(E2)
with compact support in G :

4njj2 \f\2pdS?2< [ff \Df\Jpd5?2}.
Proof. For t £ E let

( f(x),
fl{X) = \t,

f(x)<t,
/(X)>1,

and consider the function F(t) —(JR2\ft\2 dJ(2)xl2. For all h > 0 estimate
1/2

0 < F(t + h) - F(t) < [I

\fl+h- fi\2dJT2}

< h(^2(Et ))1/2
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where Et = f~x(t, oo). The function F(t) is therefore Lipschitz continuous
with 0 < F'(t) < (J?2(Et))xl2. By integrating with respect to t from -oo to
+00 (in fact only over a finite interval), we obtain

Or

\ 1/2
1 \f\2dJ?2)
E2

=/
/

p+oo
F'(t)dt<

p+oo
(Jt2(Et))xl2 dt

J-oo

J-oo
/+oo

<

/p

■oo Jf~l{t]

v/pd^x dt = 2SÜ

p

JrI

\Df\Jp~dS?2

by the co-area formula for C2-functions in E2 (see [S] or [Z]) and by Carleman's inequality (14), which, by Remark 2.1.4, remains true in our situation:
Since / G C2(E2), Sard's theorem states that f~x{t} is a closed, compact C2submanifold of E2 for almost every value /, and u~x{t} = dEt is therefore
the union of finitely many disjoint, rectifiable Jordan curves. G

2.1.7. Theorem. If f £BV(R2) with compact support in G, then

4n Í \f\2pdS?2<(f y/pd\\Df\\).
Jr2

\Jr2

/

Proof. Let {fk}f=x be a sequence of functions in C^(U)

such that fk->f

in L1 and \\Dfk\\(U)-* \\Df\\(U). Then

WDfkW
- \\Df\\
(weakly) in the sense of measures, and therefore

/ y/pd\\Dfk\\->f y/pd\\Df\\= ! VP\Df\dJ?2. G

Jr2

Jr2

Jr2

By specializing f = Xe one obtains
2.1.8.

Theorem. Suppose that E is a bounded set of finite perimeter which is

contained in G. Then the following isoperimetric inequality holds:

(15)

4nfpd5f2<(f

Jpd&>(E)\ .

2.1.9. Remark. By the structure theorem for sets of finite perimeter, &>(E) =
%?x\d„E, where dvE is the reduced boundary of F, i.e., the subset of all points
in d E for which there exists a generalized normal.

2.2.

The energy inequality ||T)m*||2< ||T>w||2•

2.2.1. Assumption. The function u is nonnegative with compact support in
G of class WX'2(R2).

2.2.2. Lemma. For almost all t > 0,

(16)

/

Jw~l{t]

d%fx< f Jpd&(Et).
Jr2

Proof. By the co-area formula for sets of finite perimeter (see formula ( 10)), we
have 3°(Et) < oo for almost every t. If we choose t to also satisfy u*~x{t} =
OF;, then

/

Ju—i{t}

dßTx = 2y/û(5?2(E*))x!2= 2s/ñ(jr2(Et))x'2 < f sßd3ö(Et)

by Theorem 2.1.8. G

Jr2
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2.2.3. Theorem. Suppose that Assumptions 2.1.5 and 2.2.1 are satisfied, i.e.,
the function p is positive and continuous on a simply-connected domain G such
that log/7 is subharmonic, and u £ WX'2(R2) is a nonnegative function with
compact support in G. Then u* £ Wx '2(E2), and the energy inequality

(17)

/ \Du*\2d5f2< f \Du\2d£?2

Jr2

Jr2

holds.
Proof. Let (¡>be a nonnegative Borel function with 4>(u*(x)) = \Du*(x)\ for
almost every x in E2 (see Remark 1.7.3), and let

p),
\k,

9kK)

«,)<*,
<f>(t)>k,

for each fcgM. Then
/ (v\)V(x))tííJ?2<

/ <¡>k(u*(x))^(u*(x))d^2

Jr2

Jr.2

= f (j)k(u*(x))\Du*(x)\d£?2=
( Mt) f
Jr2

Jo

Ju*-i{t}

d^xdt

< H4>k(t)f s[pd&(Et)dt= f ^>k(u(x))4p\Du\dSe2
Jo

Jr2

Jr2

1/2

(I

\Jr2

/ ,

(<j>k)2(u(x))pdJ72) \\Du\\2= (f
/

\Jr2

x 1/2

(<t>k)2(u*(x))dJ?

12

by employing the co-area formula (11), Lemma 2.2.2, the co-area formula for
Sobolev functions, formula (10), and Corollary 1.2.4. Hence

¡ (<¡>k)2(u\x))d^2 <\\Duf2

Jr2

for k = 1,2,

fc-too.
2.3.

...,

and the stated energy inequality (17) follows by letting

G

Minimal rearrangements,

the equality ||Z)w*||2 = ||-Dw||2.

2.3.1. Assumption. The energy equality ||T>w*||2= ||7)w||2 holds.

2.3.2. Lemma. For almost all t > 0,

/

Ju--'{t}

dJTx= f y/pd&>(Et).
Jr2

Proof. Observe that whenever u*~x{t} / dE*, then the value t is taken by the
function u* on a set of positive measure. Therefore, u*~x{t} ^ dE* at most
for countably many t 's. The energy equality implies that all inequalities in the
proof of Theorem 2.2.3 are equalities as well. In particular,

<¡>{t)
[
JU'-¡{t}

d^x = 4>(t)[ ^fpd3B(Et)
Jr2

for almost all t > 0. The statement follows from the fact that 4>(t)/ 0 for
almost all t g [0, M], as can be seen, for example, from the Sard type fact that
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for almost all t, where C* = {x: Du*(x) - 0} , which follows by applying the
co-area formula to ü (see also the proof of Proposition 1.7.1):

0= L\ù'(r)\dr= f card(ü~x{t}
^ C)dt,
Jc

Jo

where C = {r: ü'(r) = 0}, which implies that ü~x{t} n C = 0 for almost all
t.

G

For the proof of the next statement recall:

2.3.3. Remark. By the proof of the Riesz representation theorem, if / G
BV(R") and g G C0°°(E", E+), then

/ gd||Z>/|| = ||2>/||(*) = sup{/

Jr»

2.3.4.

Ui"

/div«^":rtGCo00(E",E"),|«|<4-

J

Lemma. Eo is a set of finite perimeter, and

f

Joe;

dß?x= ( y/pdâs(Eo
io;.
Jr2

Proof. Let {tk)kLi be a sequence of i's satisfying Lemma 2.3.2 and such that
tk \ 0. By changing p outside Eo to a continuous function with compact
support in E2, it follows for all h G C0°°(E2,R2), \h\ < y/p, that

/ di\hdS?2=

Jeo

lim /

fc^°° JE,k

dwhd^f2

< liminf(â°(E,k))(y/p) = liminf / yfpd&(Etk).
k—»oo

k—>oo yj(2

Since {F(FÍJt)} is bounded, F0 is a set of finite perimeter and the lower semicontinuity

/ yfpd^(Eo) = (^(Eo))(y/p)<\iminf

Jr2

( y/pd^(Etk)

k^oo

yR2

follows. By Lemma 2.3.2,
/ y/pd&(Eo)<\iminf

Jr2

j

*->°° Jr2

^d^(Elk)

= liminf2v/7r(-#2(FJ)1/2

= 2y/n(j?2(E0))x/2.

k—»oo

The isoperimetric inequality (15) from Theorem 2.1.8, applied to F0, is the
required reverse inequality.

2.4.

G

Reduction to the case of a homogeneous density distribution.

2.4.1. Assumption, u £ IV0X'2(D), with D = F0 = u~x(0, oo) an open set
(w.l.o.g.) which is bounded by finitely many disjoint rectifiable Jordan curves.
The following assertion follows from Lemma 2.3.4 and Carleman's Inequality

2.1.2 in combination with Remarks 2.1.3 and 2.1.4.
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2.4.2. Lemma. There is a one-to-one conformai map F from D onto a disk
D(/7) with p = \F'\2 on D. In particular, D is simply connected, F extends to
a topological map from D onto D, and log/7 is a harmonic function on D.

2.4.3. Lemma. Define v: R2 -» Ej by
V(v) = {"(i?~1(>,))

tf>GD^'

I0

otherwise.

Then v g W0x'2(B(p)), and u* = v*, which is the spherical symmetric rearrangement of v with respect to the Lebesgue measure ¿¿?2.

Proof. For t > 0 let EVJ = {y: v(y) > t}. Clearly EVJ = F(E,) and
Sf2(EVyl) = J?2(E*). This implies that u* = v*, because they are both continuous functions on E2\{0} by Proposition 1.6.6, statement (ii). G
In order to apply the theory of symmetric rearrangements with respect to the
Lebesgue measure SC2 to the function v , we impose the following (compare
§1.7 for an equivalent characterization or for a more stringent condition):

2.4.4. Assumption. ^f2(u*~x(0, M) n {x: Du*(x) = 0}) = 0, with M =
sup u* = sup u.
The main result is then the following:

2.4.5. Theorem. Suppose that Assumptions 2.1.5, 2.2.1, 2.4.1, and 2.4.4 are
satisfied, i.e., the function p is positive and continuous on a simply-connected domain G in R2 suchthat log/7 is subharmonic, u£ W0X'2(D)is a positive function a.e. on an open set D which is compactly contained in G and bounded by
finitely many disjoint rectifiable Jordan curves, and &2(u*~x(0, M)n{x: Du*(x)
= 0}) = 0 (M = ess sup u). Then the energy equality

[ \Du*\2d5f2= f \Du\2d£f2

Jr2

Jr2

holds if and only if u = u* ° F a.e., where F is a one-to-one conformai map

of D onto D*, which is the disk centered at 0 with J?2(D) = £?2(D*), with
p = \F'\2. In particular, D is simply connected, the function F extends to a
topological map from D onto D , and log/7 is harmonic on D.

Proof. Since u* = v*, the condition

S?2(v*-x(0, M) n {y: Dv*(y) = 0}) = 0
of Brothers and Ziemer [BZ] is satisfied. By invoking Theorem 1.1 of [BZ],
there exists a translation T: E2 —>E2 such that (a.e.)

u* = v* = v o F

and

T(D*) = D(p).

Put F = T~ ' o F . Then F is an analytic function on D, continuous on D
with F(D) = D*, yielding a conformai representation of D onto D*, and
u* o F = u a.e.
The converse statement follows from the conformai invariance of the Dirichlet integral. G
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